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Report 

Dr. Sanjay Kamble, Head, Department of Botany, enlightened the students with the topic 'Soil 

Testing'. Kavita Sainatb Jagdale, B. Com II, welcomed and introduced the resource person. He 

said that soil testing is an important exercise. But today we see that farmers simply sow and 

give fertilizers. It is a wrong practice. First we must find out the nature of the soil. 

He said that carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, and potassium are the main 

nutrients as they are required in high amount by the crops. There are secondary nutrients too. 

They are needed in moderate amounts: calcium, magnesium, and sulphur. 

Soil testing also helps understand the PH level. Here comes the role of soil testing. 1f the content 

of these nutrients is measured, the farmers can decide how to fulfil the deficiency. But contrary 

to this, today we see that fertilizers consisting NPK is added to soil without any testing. 

The first step is to collect soil sample. We should collect a few samples at a few locations so 

that we get a representative picture of the soil. Zigzag pattern is often recommended while 

taking samples. The soil in Marathwada generally have low nitrogen, medium phosphorus and 

high potassium. Still the farmers add NPK and which is not a good choice. 

Dr. Kamb le said that the Department of Botany has started soil testing free of cost. The students 

can contact the teachers in order to get the soil tested. He also said that the Department has 

planned to train students for carrying out soil testing. He called upon the students that soil 

testing can help save money and also make soil fertile. At the same time, he advised students 

to use manure to the soil. 

Dr. Kamble threw the session open for discussion in the last 10 minutes. Students asked many 

questions regarding soil testing method, process, testing kit, cost of testing, sampling method 

and use of chemical and organic fertilizers. Dr. Kamble answered their questions with suitable 

examples.A vinash Sanjay Dhatbale, B. Sc. I, proposed the vote of thanks. Swati Somnath 

Magar, B. Com III, conducted the proceeding. 




















